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LATE SUMMER LIST 2021 

BIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR 

    
HELEN CARR    The Red Prince   (304pp) £20 
The character & motivations of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster 
RONALD HUTTON    The Making of Oliver Cromwell   (400pp)  £25 
Unpicking truth from fiction: first volume in a monumental reappraisal of the Protector 
JOHN HILARY    From Refugees to Royalty   (256pp) £25 
Rise of the Messel family of Nymans: expelled by George III, married royalty in the 20th c. 
NICHOLAS C JELLICOE    George Jellicoe   (336pp) £25 
A life marked by public duty & wartime action, somewhat eclipsed by the ‘Lambton affair’ 
ANTONIA FRASER    The Case of the Married Woman   (304pp) £25 
Caroline Norton, vilified wife who fought for a mother’s right to custody in 19th c. Britain 
JOHN MARTIN ROBINSON    Holland Blind Twilight   (208pp) £25 
Betjeman, Huddleston & Stamp join the buildings in the architectural historian’s memoir 
DEBORAH LEVY    Real Estate  (304pp) £10.99 
Final volume in her “Living Autobiography”: a meditation on home & womanhood 
TOM TEMPLETON    34 Patients   (368pp) £20 
One doctor’s life & work as seen through 34 patients: a tribute to what makes us human 
EDMUND RICHARDSON    Alexandria: The Quest for the Lost City   (352pp) £25 
Life of Charles Masson, pioneering archaeologist in Afghanistan during the Great Game 
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PAT NEVIN    The Accidental Footballer   (352pp) £20 
Memoirs of the Chelsea & Everton football player who dreamed of becoming a teacher  
ANNE SEBBA    Ethel Rosenberg   (304pp) £20 
Tainted evidence, failure of justice? 1953 execution of an American woman for espionage 
RUTH SCURR    Napoleon: A Life in Gardens and Shadows   (400pp) £30 
Emperor as horticulturalist: from the olive groves of Corsica to his garden on St Helena  
JOHN ZUBRZYCKI   The House of Jaipur  (288pp) £25 
How  a golden couple found relevancy in the new India, bent on leaving its princely past 
LUCY KELLAWAY    Re-Educated   (256pp) £16.99 
How an ex-FT journalist re-invented herself: trained to be a teacher & transformed her life 
JULIA STONEHOUSE    John Stonehouse, My Father   (416pp) £16.99 
The 1970’s political scandal which rocked a nation & a family  
DAVID YOUNG    Inside Thatcher’s Last Election   (360pp)  £20 
1987: the battle for the mandate to consolidate long lasting economic change & prosperity  
FRANCES STONOR SAUNDERS    The Suitcase   (240pp) £18.99 
A suitcase filled with papers. The key to her father’s past? Or releasing unwelcome ghosts?  
ALESSANDRO BARBERO    Dante    (320pp) August £20 
How the political intrigues of 13th century Italian life shaped his ‘Divine Comedy’  
GYLES BRANDRETH   Odd Boy Out   (448pp) September £20 
The candid reflections of the journalist, writer, erstwhile MP & national treasure 
SIMON HEFFER ED. Henry ‘Chips’ Channon: Diaries Volume II   (1120pp) Sept £35 
From Munich to the fall of Mussolini, a vivid account of the pivotal years 1938-43 
HAYLEY MILLS   Forever Young   (400pp) September £20 
The Hollywood child star on the challenging years at Disney when youth was bankable 

HISTORY & POLITICS  

    
CYNTHIA SALTZMAN   Napoleon’s Plunder   (320pp) £25 
Charts the journeys of his artistic booty: from the battlefield to the walls of the Louvre 
MAX HASTINGS    Operation Pedestal    (464pp) £25 
August ’42 & the dramatic battle to keep Malta fed: efforts of politicians, pilots & seamen  
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MAX EGREMONT    The Glass Wall   (320pp) £25 
At the front line of other peoples’ wars: the people of the Eastern Baltic in the 20th century 
ALEX VON TUNZELMANN    Fallen Idols   (272pp) £20 
From Columbus to Colston: statues that caused a storm & raised tricky questions in 2020 
DAWN HADLEY & JULIAN RICHARDS   The Viking Great Army   (320pp) £25 
Transition from raiders to settlers: how the Vikings changed our isles in every way 
ROBERT PEAL    Meet the Georgians   (240pp) £18.99 
A rip-roaring introduction to the oft neglected era of Byron, Wollstonecraft & Tipu Sultan 
KATE VIGURS    Mission France   (352pp) £20 
Traces the lives & missions of the 39 women who served in SOE during world War II   
FLORIAN FREISTETTER   A History of the Universe in 100 Stars (336pp)   £16.99 
The past, present & future of the cosmos in 100 short, illuminating chapters  
IAN WILLIAMS   Every Breath You Take   (376pp) £16.99 pbk 
China: rise of the first digital totalitarian state & the threat it poses to the rest of the world 
GILES MILTON   Checkmate in Berlin   (416pp) £25 
How the division of Berlin in 1945 led to the rekindling of old animosities & the Cold War 
MICHAEL PYE   Antwerp: The Glory Years   (288pp) £25 
The brief golden age from 1501-1566 which saw a renaissance in artwork, books & trade  
COLIN JONES   The Fall of Robespierre   (592pp) £25 
July 27th, 1794 hour by hour, minute by minute, as Robespierre’s fate is decided by chance  
JEANETTE  WINTERSON 12 Bytes   (288pp) £16.99 
Twelve essays on the impact & implication of Artificial Intelligence on our lives  
SUSAN TOMES    The Piano: A History in 100 Pieces   (400pp) £16.99 
The history of an instrument, its composers & players from 1800 to the present 
HELEN RODGERS    City of Illusions   (312pp) £18.99 
The city of Granada: from the building of the Alhambra to French occupation to civil war 
MICHAEL WOLFF    Landslide   (336pp) £20 
Final volume in his ‘Trump Trilogy’: the last days of the presidency in all its surreal detail   
MICHAEL BURLEIGH    Day of the Assassins  (448pp) £25 
The politics of violence & the perpetrators behind it: the mad, the bad & the professional 
JUDITH MACKRELL    Going with the Boys   (448pp)  £20 
WWII women reporters: Gellhorn, Miller, Schultz, Cowles, Hollingworth & Kirkpatrick  
VICTORIA GLENDINNING    Family Business   (400pp) £20 
Orphaned at seven, the story of John Lewis & the retail empire which still bears his name  
GEOFFREY WHEATCROFT   Churchill’s Shadow   (640pp) August £25 
The contradictory character of the man & his sway over the present 
RICHARD OVERY    Blood and Ruins   (1040pp) August £40 
Argues that WWII was the ‘great imperial war’ marking the end of all territorial empires 
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ART, ARCHITECTURE & INTERIORS  

 
ELEANOR CLAYTON   Barbara Hepworth: Art and Life   (288pp) £25 
Reveals for the first time the breadth & variety of her artistic output. Fully illustrated 
ADRIANO AYMONINO    Enlightened Eclecticism   (400pp) £50 
Extensive patronage of the 1st Duke & Duchess of Northumberland in the 18th century 
FATIMA MANJI   Hidden Heritage   (304pp) £20 
The diversity of pre-20th c. Britain & how we struggle with that legacy of empire today 
FRANNY MOYLE    The King’s Painter   (576pp) £35 
Career & legacy of Hans Holbein the Younger too often just remembered for his portraits 
THORSTEN OPPER   Nero: The Man Behind the Myth   (304pp) £40/£25 
The emperor’s life & legacy re-evaluated (British Museum exhibition) 
CHARLIE ENGLISH   The Gallery of Miracles and Madness  (336pp) £20 
The first Holocaust: Hitler’s war on modern art & the ‘degenerates’ who produced it 
RICK GEKOSKI    Guarded by Dragons  (256pp) £18.99 
The antiquarian bookseller on the highs & lows of dealing in manuscripts & tricky punters 
JACQUELINE RIDING    Hogarth: Life in Progress   (544pp) £30 
Discover the man, the artist & the age in which he lived & thrived 
REBECCA BIRRELL    This Dark Country   (384pp) £25 
Vanessa Bell, Dora Carrington, Gwen John et al: the allure & intimacy of painting still life  
FRANCES SANDS   Architectural Drawings   (160pp) £35 
Some of the finest & most fragile jewels from the collection amassed by Sir John Soane  
KIT KEMP    Design Secrets   (240pp) £25 
Top tips & definite don’ts from the interior designer & hotelier 
ROBYN LEA    A Room of Her Own   (240pp) £35 
Painters, writers, sculptors, chefs: the homes & studios of twenty influential women 
LEE BEARD    Ben Nicholson: From the Studio   (136pp) August £24.95 
The artist & the everyday objects which inspired him (Pallant House Gallery exhibition)   
LESLIE GREENE BOWMAN    Thomas Jefferson at Monticello   (208pp) Sept £32.50 
Testament to the President’s passion for architecture, art & invention 
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY  

    
ADAM NICOLSON    The Sea is Not Made of Water   (384pp) £20 
The wonders of the seashore examined: from the sandhopper to the winkle, prawn to crab  
ARABELLA LENNOX BOYD    Gardens in My Life   (272pp) £40 
The landscape gardener looks back over her career & the gardens she has created  
RACHEL RODDY    An A-Z of Pasta   (352pp) £25 
From the familiar to the unusual, over 120 pasta & sauce recipes to delight the taste buds 
PASTA EVANGELISTS LTD   Perfect Pasta   (240pp) £20 
Easy, fresh recipes made in minutes from simple ingredients found in the fridge & larder 
CLAIRE MASSET   Buckingham Palace: A Royal Garden   (120pp) £16.95 
Year in the life of the garden & the passion of those who have cultivated it over centuries 
JOHN LEWIS-STEMPEL    Woodston   (352pp) £20 
Portrait of an English farm over the centuries embodying the lure of the land over us 
PETER WOHLLEBEN    The Heartbeat of Trees   (264pp) £18.99 
Argues that we have not lost our connection to nature in these challenging times  
HUGO RITTSON THOMAS    Wildflowers for the Queen   (328pp) £50 
A celebration of the Coronation Meadows which have sprung up across Britain  
JANE CUMBERBATCH    Pure Style in the Garden   (192pp) £20 
However small our outdoor space might be, it can still be an essential haven & escape 
SOPHIE GRIGSON    A Curious Absence of Chickens   (320pp) £20 
A narrative of food writing, stories & recipes, celebrating the Italian region of Puglia  
CHARLIE CORBETT    12 Birds to Save Your Life   (304pp) £14.99 
From the curlew to humble house sparrow, how nature puts great sorrow into perspective 
IAN HODGSON    New Wild Garden   (176pp) £20 
How to incorporate wild flowers into your garden: a step by step guide for every space 
JUDE PIESSE    The Ghost in the Garden   (336pp) £20 
The lost garden of The Mount, Shrewsbury, where Darwin grew up & found his vocation 
RUKMINI IYER    The Sweet Roasting Tin   (240pp) September £18.99 
Let the oven & the fridge take the strain: seventy-five one tin bakes. Simple & effective 
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FICTION  

 
KAOUTHER ADIMI   A Bookshop in Algiers   (160pp) £12.99 
Weaving between the 1930’s & the present, the story of one man & his passion for books 
ESTHER FREUD    I Couldn’t Love You More   (368pp) £16.99 
60’s London, 60’s Ireland steeped in religion & tradition, the present: three women cope 
LIONEL SHRIVER    Should We Stay or Should We Go   (288pp) £18.99 
A couple make a suicide pact but when the time comes, are they sure? Twelve scenarios  
A J PEARCE    Yours Cheerfully   (352pp) £14.99 
1941: Emmy Lake is recruited to aid the war effort but conditions for women are not ideal  
SARAH WINMAN    Still Life   (464pp) £16.99 
Tuscany ‘44: a soldier & a middle-aged art historian share an evening, changing them both 
SOPHIA MONEY-COUTTS    Did You Miss Me?   (416pp) £14.99 
Would you exchange a safe, slightly dull life for the rekindled excitement of first love? 
NATASHA BROWN    Assembly   (112pp) £12.99 
A young British black woman reflects on her ‘success’ in life, but is it a hollow victory?  
ELIF SHAFAK    The Island of Missing Trees   (368pp) £14.99 
A taverna in Cyprus, a meeting place for two teenagers divided by religion & politics  
DUNCAN HAMILTON    Injury Time   (384pp) £18.99 
Defined by one minute of FA Cup glory, an old footballer is tempted back to save his club 
JOHN BOYNE    The Echo Chamber   (432pp) £16.99 
A modern morality tale of the fragility of success – you’re only a tweet away from disaster 
ANNIE GARTHWAITE    Cecily   (384pp) £14.99 
Cecily Neville, Duchess of York, determined to survive the turbulent Wars of the Roses 
PAT BARKER    The Women of Troy   (320pp) £18.99 
Helen, Cassandra, Amina, Hecuba & Briseis: all given a chance to change history 
SARA NISHA ADAMS    The Reading List   (432pp) £14.99 
A crumpled piece of paper leads a shy teenager to the joy of reading & a new friend. Debut 
SEBASTIAN FAULKS    Snow Country   (368pp) September £20 
20th c. Vienna: two lives on a collision course, spurred on by love, disappointment & hope 
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CRIME FICTION & THRILLERS  

 
KATE SAUNDERS    The Mystery of the Sorrowful Maiden   (336pp) £16.99 
When a body is found in the burnt out ruins of a theatre, Laetitia Rodd investigates  
MARYLA SZYMICZKOWA    Karolina or the Torn Curtain   (336pp) £9.99 pbk 
When her maid is found murdered, Zofia is determined to bring the guilty to justice 
DAISY WAUGH    Phone for the Fish Knives   (304pp) £18.99 
A film crew arrives at Tode Hall & it’s not long before there is a bit of backstabbing.....  
TOM BRADBY    Triple Cross   (368pp) £12.99 
Kate Henderson is called from retirement by the PM to investigate a possible mole in MI6 
JOHN BARLOW    Right to Kill   (336pp) £14.99 
DS Joe Romano must find the killer of a drug dealer before they strike again. First in series 
MICHEL BUSSI    The Other Mother   (448pp) £14.99 
A four-year-old claims his mother is a pretender. Is he a fantasist? Will anyone listen?   
CHARLOTTE PHILBY    The Second Woman   (384pp) £14.99 
Two women, two apparent suicides a decade apart. Enter NCA officer Madeleine Farrow 
JAMES ELLROY    Widespread Panic   (336pp) £20 
Freddy Otash, Hollywood fixer, has a line on everyone & sleaze will out. Based on truth 
YRSA SIGURDARDOTTIR    The Doll   (464pp) £16.99 
An innocuous doll pulled from the deep starts a murderous trail of events  
MARTIN WALKER    The Coldest Case   (352pp) £18.99 
Bruno’s boss has been haunted by his failure to solve his first case. Can Bruno help? 
JOHN SIMPSON    Our Friends in Beijing   (384pp) £18.99 
Jon Swift bumps into an old Chinese acquaintance in an Oxford pub. Coincidence? 
OWEN MATTHEWS    Red Traitor   (336pp) £16.99 
A Cold War thriller set in the warm waters of the Caribbean 
ANTHONY HOROWITZ    A Line to Kill   (432pp) August £20 
Alderney is peaceful, a perfect place for a literary festival. But then its sponsor is murdered 
VICTORIA DOWD    The Supper Club Murders  (278pp) September £8.99 pbk 
The Smart family find themselves locked in a Dartmoor castle. Then the murders begin... 
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AND FINALLY – SOME OLDIES BUT GOLDIES 

   
MARGARET KENNEDY    The Feast  £9.99 
A Cornish holiday is overshadowed by the knowledge of a tragedy to come. Who will die? 
ELIZABETH JANE HOWARD    The Light Years    £9.99  
First volume of  ‘The Cazalet Chronicles’ - a modern classic portraying pre-WWII life 
ANDREA CAMILLERI    The Shape of Water    £8.99  
The first Inspector Montalbano mystery, set in Sicily 
PATRICK LEIGH FERMOR    A Time of Gifts    £16.99  
All three volumes of the intrepid traveller’s journey across Europe available in hardback  
BILL BRYSON    A Walk in the Woods    £9.99  
Our intrepid author sets out to walk the Appalachian Trail  & not get eaten in the attempt 
URSULA BUCHAN    Beyond the Thirty-Nine Steps    £10.99  
Life of John Buchan by his granddaughter: a man of many talents & interests 
JANE MCCULLOCH    A Year of Trials for E.G. Rawlings    £11.99  
A retired war correspondent with decisions to make, grandson to rescue, memoir to write  
DOMINIQUE BARBERIS    A Sunday in Ville-d’Avray    £9.99  
A sister confides in her sibling, rocking the contemplative calm of a dutiful visit 
ELIZABETH VON ARNIM    The Enchanted April   £7.99  
Four women escape their everyday lives for the delights of the Mediterranean 
JAN MORRIS    Coronation Everest    £10.99 
1953 & the last great Fleet Street scoop which launched a remarkable literary career  
EDMUND CRISPIN    The Moving Toyshop    £8.99 
An Oxford toyshop disappears just as a body is discovered inside. Gervase Fen investigates 
ADAM SISMAN    John Le Carré: The Biography £16.99 
A brilliant piece of  detective work reveals the man behind the fiction 
BARBARA PYM    Some Tame Gazelle    £8.99 
Two middle-aged spinsters in their quiet English village harbour secret passions 
JOANNA TROLLOPE    The Choir    £9.99 
Fate of a cathedral choir hangs in the balance as the Dean & headmaster vie for dominance 
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CHILDREN’S SUMMER LIST 2021 

0 – 4 YEARS OLD 

 
NIKOLAS ILIC    Animal ABC   (26pp) £5.99 Board Book 
A is for Ape, B is for Bear, C is for Crocodile. Learn the alphabet & discover some amazing 
animals. With a fun fact or an amusing anecdote about each creature 
JULIA DONALDSON    The Woolly Bear Caterpillar   (32pp) £12.99 
A dandelion-loving caterpillar has high hopes of what kind of moth she will become. A 
tender life cycle story includes a mini book of nature notes. Illustrated by Yuval Zommer 
JODIE LANCET-GRANT    The Pirate Mums   (32pp) £6.99 pbk 
Billy wishes his two sea shanty loving, jig dancing mothers could be just a bit more normal 
well, like other families really. That is until a swashbuckling adventure changes his mind  
AXEL SCHEFFLER    Flip Flap Zoo   (28pp) August £8.99 
What do you get if you cross an alligator with a moose? Or a camel with a hippopotamus? 
Flip the pages to create some seriously zany zoo creatures 
ANNA MILBOURNE    I’m (Almost) Always Kind   (24pp) £12.99 
Being kind isn’t always easy. Discover how thinking of others spreads happiness 
everywhere & makes you feel sunny & warm inside 
DAPO ADEOLA    Hey You!   (48pp) £7.99 pbk 
Remember to dream your own dreams & love your beautiful skin. A lyrical exploration of 
growing up Black, illustrated by no fewer than eighteen artists across the Black diaspora 
SOPHY HENN    The Best Worst Day Ever   (32pp) £12.99/£6.99pbk 
Arthur is having the worst day ever. So he runs away – nearly to the end of the garden. On 
his way back, he learns how to turn a stomp into a skip & turn his tantrum around  
JOHN BURNINGHAM    Air Miles   (32pp) £12.99 
Miles the dog is getting older but still loves a challenge so takes to the skies. The author’s 
last book, illustrated by his wife, the incomparable Helen Oxenbury 
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5-8 YEARS OLD  

 
ROB LLOYD JONES    Look Inside Football   (14pp) £9.99 Board Book 
Discover all about the Beautiful Game: its history, how clubs are run, tips to improve your 
game & even what footballs are made of. With flaps to lift 
MARCIA WILLIAMS    The Fantastic Book of Feelings   (32pp) £12.99 
Whether you feel happy or sad or something in between, the comic book style illustrations 
will help to make exploring emotions easy to understand & reassuring  
MARK POWERS    Space Detectives   (128pp) £5.99 pbk 
Connor & Ethan are the semi-reluctant Space Detectives, saving the universe when they’d 
much rather be selling ice cream (really~?) A chapter book for newly independent readers 
HANNAH SHAW    Unipiggle: Mermaid Mayhem   (128pp) £5.99 pbk 
Princess Pea & Unipiggle, the royal unicorn (who’s really a pig), are excited about going 
on holiday... until the King gets swept away by a mysterious underwater creature 
PHILIP REEVE    Kevin and the Biscuit Bandit   (160pp) £6.99 pbk 
Who is stealing the biscuits in Bumbleford? Max has to find the real culprits when poor 
Kevin, the roly-poly pony is accused & faces the prospect of pony prison  
PIPPA CURNICK  Indigo Wilde and the Creatures at Jellybean Crescent (160pp) £9.99 
Indigo & Quigley’s adoptive parents are seasoned explorers, sending odd creatures home 
to their children. But when the latest Monster Mail box arrives empty, mayhem erupts 
MAZ EVANS    The Exploding Life of Scarlett Fife   (240pp) £6.99 pbk 
Scarlett finds that every time she pushes her feelings down, something explodes. Hilarious 
action-packed adventure. (Just watch out for the exploding elephant poo & purple paint!) 
VICTORIA HISLOP    Maria’s Island   (128pp) £10.99 
Set in the Cretan village of Plaka & the leper colony of Spinalonga, the moving story of 
Maria, her mother & the bravery that saved thousands of lives. Illustrated by Gill Smith 
DAVID ATHERTON    My First Green Cook Book   (80pp) August £14.99 
A new collection of recipes with a vegetarian theme from the 2019 Bake Off winner. 
Encourages young chefs to eat well, feel good & protect the environment  
JULIAN CLEARY    The Bolds Go Green   (304pp) £12.99 
The Bolds, your everyday hyena family next door, have decided to go green. But their 
ideas to save the planet (give a hoot & don’t pollute) aren’t necessarily everyone else’s! 
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9-11 YEARS OLD  

 
ONJALI Q RAUF    The Great Food Bank Heist   (104pp) £6.99 pbk 
Someone is stealing food from the local food bank. Can Ashley stop them to prevent those 
in need, suffering? For reluctant readers  
PHIL EARLE    When the Sky Falls   (320pp) £7.99 pbk 
It’s 1941 & the war is raging. When Joseph is sent to stay with Mrs F, a zoo owner, his 
anger & fear change to love & courage as the bombs fall  
ROSIE JONES    The Amazing Edie Eckhart   (240pp) August £6.99 pbk 
Edie is excited to be starting secondary school.  She may suffer from cerebral palsy & she 
may be separated from her old friend Oscar, but she isn’t going to let it stop her! 
LAUREN ST JOHN   Wave Riders   (416pp) £7.99 pbk 
Orphaned twins, Jess & Jude, find themselves stranded in the Virgin Islands when their 
guardian disappears. A rich family offers sanctuary but why do they feel uneasy….. 
MARCUS RASHFORD    You are a Champion   (224pp) £9.99 pbk 
The footballer & campaigner tells his story & shows how necessary it is to strive to achieve 
your goals. A positive & inspiring guide for life 
JACQUELINE WILSON    The Runaway Girls   (320pp) £12.99 
London 1851. Kitty & Lucy, two children from different backgrounds, join forces to 
outwit the menace of the streets & survive in a city dominated by thieves & the workhouse   
FRANK COTTRELL BOYCE    Noah’s Gold   (304pp) £12.99 
Marooned on an uninhabited island after a school trip, their teacher missing, will Noah & 
his friends find the hidden treasure & save the day? 
ELLA RISBRIGER    The Secret Detectives   (336pp) £7.99 pbk 
On board the SS Mariana, Isobel witnesses someone being thrown overboard. Yet no one 
is missed. Can she & her new friends solve the mystery? 
CLARE BALDING    Fall Off, Get Back On   (208pp) £9.99 pbk 
Sharing her own experiences & those of others (such as Greta Thunberg & Usain Bolt), 
the broadcaster & author inspires us to learn from our mistakes as well as our triumphs 
HILARY MCKAY    The Swallows’ Flight   (304pp) £12.99 
Erik & Hans are German boys, Ruby & Kate are English girls whose worlds might never 
have collided. But WWII jumbles their lives together in this sequel to ‘Skylarks’ War’ 
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12+ YEARS   

 
ELLE MCNICOLL   Show Us Who You Are   (328pp) £6.99 pbk 
Cora & Adrien are fascinated by an AI company which creates people in hologram form. 
Yet all is not as it seems & darker forces lurk. Can their special talents avert disaster?  
DAVID ALMOND    Bone Music    (208pp) £12.99 
City girl Sylvia sees nature with new eyes when she meets local boy Gabriel. Together they 
create a hollow bone which connects them to an ancient time 
SUSIN NIELSEN    Tremendous Things   (288pp) £12.99 
Wilbur hopes to win the girl of his dreams. His two mums & gay best friends think that 
his self-esteem & street cred need a boost. Is there common ground?  
EIMEAR RYAN    Holding Her Breath   (266pp) £12.99 pbk 
When Beth goes to college, it is the chance to re-invent herself & emerge from the shadow 
of her grandfather, a famous poet. But his legacy continues to stalk her. Debut novel (14+) 
FARIDAH ABIKE IYIMIDE    Ace of Spades   (480pp) £8.99 pbk 
Anonymous texter, Aces, threatens to make public the secrets of two college students. 
Compelling thriller dealing with institutional racism (14+)  
MELVIN BURGESS    Three Bullets   (240pp) £12.99 
A divisive civil war is tearing Britain apart. Maybe Marti holds the key to saving the 
country? But only if she has the courage to journey into enemy territory & be herself (14+)  

 

 
 

 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
All these books may be ordered through us via email (vv@venetiavyvyan.com) or over the 
telephone (+44 (20) 8772 1427) and can be sent to destinations across the globe. 
Sometimes publishers change date of publication or need to reprint popular titles.  In these 
situations, or where prices change, we will let you know before sending out your order. 
We will endeavour to have them sent as speedily as possible choosing the most efficient and 
cost effective way available.  Do let us know if you have any particular requests – be it gift-
wrapping, a message included in a present or a particular delivery date. 
Payment may be made via credit card (please ring through the details if at all possible) or 
sterling cheque made payable to Venetia Vyvyan Ltd. or by bank transfer to Lloyds Bank, 
Account number: 50856160 Sort code: 30-84-68. 
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